We notice some charcoal flakes and some small specks of plaster mixed in with the sand. We come upon some large stones and pebbles as we close Pail 2:111.

Pail 2:112 / Tr 77A
Under Pail 2:111
Levels + location: top pg 230, bottom 230
Space label 1W, SE
Fill: sand
Pottery: Latest MM II
Inventoried Pottery: none
Inventoried Objects: shell
We begin Pail 2:112 for the continued excavation of the sounding in Tr 77A. The fill continues to be of sand.

We come down upon a layer of crushed or decaying shell so we close Pail 2:112.

Pail 2:109 Sub Pail A / Tr 77C
Under Pail 2:109
Levels + location: top pg 226, bottom 213
Space label SW
Fill: clay, grit
Pottery: none
Inventoried Pottery: none
Inventoried Objects: none
We set up Pail 2:109 sub Pail A for the purpose of removing the small amount of fill covering the in Tr 77C. Once it is uncovered we close Pail 2:109 Sub Pail A.
We continue to excavate Paul 2:107 in Pit 77B. We continue to trace the layer of burning as it slopes down to the west. There are a number of large slabs along the north browl which are sitting on top of the layer of burning and which appear to be a possible slab floor. There is some rubble along the northern face of Wall 1, many of which continue down into the level of burning. As we trace the burning to the west, we notice it is the same level of burning discovered in Pails 2:118 and 2:33 in Pit 77A. Once this level of burning is exposed we close Paul 2:107.

Pail 2:113 / Pit 77A
Under Pail 2:112
Levels + Location: Top 280, Bottom 286

Space label: 1N, SE
Fill: sand
Pottery: Marjestic & MM II

Inventorised Pottery: Shell, bone

We begin Paul 2:113 for the continued excavation of the sounding in Pit 77A. The fill is still made up of sand.

Pail 2:114 / Pit 77C
Under Pail 2:109
Levels + Location: Top pg 232, Bottom pg 236

Space label
Fill: sand, clay, sand
Pottery
Inventoried Pottery:
Inventoried Objects: plaster

We begin Page 2:114 for the continued excavation of the southern half of Tr 77c. The fill is mainly composed of clay with some sand, small stones, and also some larger stones mixed in with it. As we excavate we notice that many of the larger stones appear close to the eastern facade of Wall 2.

Tr. 77c, Roll 10, Frms. 32-34
From East of (1) Eastern Facade of Building "C" (2) Eastern Facade of Building "T" and (3) of Building "T"

Bottom of Page 2:114

Roll 10, Frms 31, 32
see above
Paul 2:113 (cont.)
We continue to excavate Paul 2:113 in Trench 77A. As we excavate we notice that wall 3 continues down. We come down on a layer which contains some small stones and the fill appears to be of moist clay. We close Paul 2:113 at this point.

Paul 2:114 (cont.)
We continue to excavate Paul 2:114 in the southern half of Trench 77C. We come down upon a layer of light grey clay which has flakes of charcoal lying on top of it. At the same time we notice that we have reached the bottom of the crepidoma. Upon measuring the height of the crepidoma, the orthostate above it, and the ashlar block of above the orthostate, we notice that they match both in height and in manner of construction the northern and eastern walls of Building "T". Could Building "P" be built on top of Building "T"?

We close Paul 2:114 at this point. J.W. Shaw takes a Polaroid and 3 black photographs from the east of the eastern facade of wall 2 and its crepidoma. - Roll 10, Frms 32-34. A color photograph is also taken. See pg. 236 for the Polaroid.

Paul 2:115 (cont.)
Under Paul 2:113
Levels + Location: Top pg. 236, bottom pg. 238

Space labels: 1W, SE Fill: moist to wet clay with some sand mixed in.
Pottery:

Inventoried Pottery

Inventoried Objects: bone, shell

We began Pail 2: 115 for the continued excavation of the sounding in Tr 77A. We remove the small stones found at the bottom of Pail 2: 113 and begin to excavate the moist clay and sand fill. As we go down the clay continues to become more and more moist. Wall 3 also appears to be continuing. Eventually water begins to seep into the sounding and we must halt our excavation of it. As far as we can tell, Wall 3 continues on down below the level of the ground water.

Pail 2: 116 / Tr 77C

Under Pail 2: 114 levels + Location top 236

Space label: NW
Fill: soft grey clay
Pottery: latest MM II

Inventoried Pottery:
Inventoried Objects:

We decide to subdivide the southern half of Tr 77C. We measure out 1.20 meters from the corner and set in a line running north/south. We begin to excavate the western section of this division next to Wall 2. As we excavate we notice what appears to be a crudely

Roll II, Frames 17-18

view of Wall 3 from East

Tr 77A, Bottom of Pail 2: 115
constructed wall directly under the crepidemia of Wall 2. It is this the remains of an earlier building upon which Wall 2 was built. We come down upon a layer of sand and small stones at which point we close. Paill 2: 116

Paill 2: 117 / TR 77c e
Under Paill 2: 116
Levels + location: top pg 240
Bottom pg 240

Space label: SW
Fill: sand, some small stones
Pottery: latest MM II

Inventoried Pottery: Invo lored Objects: bone

We begin Paill 2: 117 for the continued excavation of the western section of the southern half of TR 77c. We remove the small stones found at the bottom of Paill 2: 116 and begin to remove the layer of sand. We notice that the wall found under the crepidemia of Wall 2 continues down. Although we have not reached the bottom of the layer of sand, J.W. Shaw decides to close TR 77c at this point.
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